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and i am not perfect…i am not stupid !

i am perfectly imperfect…i am simply human

i am not a perfectionist

each moment has its own beauty

and it need not be perfect

in how many dimensions will you find perfection ?

at which level of life will you find perfection ?

in the material plane ? emotional plane ?

in your relationships with others ?

in the spiritual plane ?

all different levels of human consciousness

so many layers of understanding…

things can never be perfect…it is impossible

the higher you go and the deeper you go

at each and every layer…you have to find balance…

the higher you go the more the balance

not the other way round

the higher you go the more balance you need

it is like walking on a tightrope

the higher you go your skill has to deepen more

in fact that is a beautiful word…responsibility…

the higher you go in spiritual growth

the deeper the balance…the more responsibility

so it is not constant

constant is only dead

i am in a flux…moving…

finding balance every moment makes me alert

it makes me enjoy the beauty of life

in each moment i need to respond

and find the deepest sense of balance in that moment

that has become my way of living

always alert…

like walking on a tightrope…

have you seen me walking ?

very slowly…

that is my balance for the moment

nothing constant

but you can learn to live in the moment

accepting everything as it is

because you are not a perfectionist

you are simply an ordinary person

pulsating your life totally the way you are

people who are perfectionists want to control everything around them

they want to dominate each and every aspect of their life

they do not adjust to others…everybody must adjust to them

the perfectionist wants things perfect

you are not important

these are the idiotic people

i am perfectly imperfect

and i am never right
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